Spellbinders April Small Die of the Month Kit – SLIMLINE CARD

Technique: Die Cutting and stitching

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: around 2 hours depending on how fast you stitch

STAMPS:
None

INKS:
None

Copic Markers: to match the cardstock colors – your choice

ACCESSORIES:
Platinum 6 Die cutting Machine.
Spellbinders April Small Die of the Month Kit
DMC Embroider Cotton:
Dark Blue #3848
Light Blue #3811
Green: #704
Yellow: #725

Light Pink #962
Dark Pink #600
White Pearls – which I colored with Copic to match my card.

Embroidery needles
Foam Squares
Bearly Glue
Score Pal Mini

Scissors
¼" Scor Tape
Silicone Bone Folder

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
White 7-1/2 x 8-3/4 score and fold at 3-3/4 – card base
Spellbinders C/s Waterfall (light blue) 3-1/2 x 8-1/2 – card front
White 4 x 7-1/2 – Die cut the stitching piece.

Scraps of Spellbinders C/S in:
Waterfall, Lagoon, Rainforest, Beeswax, Watermelon and Sweet Berry to die cut the letters.

DIRECTIONS:

1. Die cut the stitched panel piece and use the DMC Cotton to stitch the flowers and leaves.
2. Die cut the rainbow of letters from the small scraps of colored card stock and use the Bearly glue to attach them to the center of the stitched panel.
3. Score and fold the card base and then attach the card front using the score tape.
4. Use foam squares to attach the stitched panel to the center front of the card.
5. Use Copic markers to color some white pearls to coordinate with the flowers and use them to embellish the centers and the side panels of the card.

Happy Stamping
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